
The herd 
gathered at a 
pristine Laager 
site a little way up 
Maenam one to 
try to do justice to 
the efforts of two 
of our old bulls’ 
trail laying efforts 
and they don’t 
come older or 
Buller than 
Corkscrew and 
Red Mullet who 
can trace their 
Hashing history 
back to the 
monochrome era.



There were a fair number of virgins and visitors present to listen to the description 
which included no less than eight Checks and multiple water crossings but no split.



So it was all set and when the flag 
dropped the mob headed out and straight 
up the main road completely missing the 
carefully laid paper leading into the 
forest, once this was overcome all 
seemed to be on track although a few 
didn’t fancy the yucky first water feature 
but gritted teeth and plunged in.



The Hares were on hand to point the leaders back onto the shreddies
while Down Early and S.O.S. looked for a convenient short-cut but 
not finding same they re-joined the pack.



After a couple more Checks we hit the main road again and some took advantage 
of the quick return route to camp while the majority continued on and were 
rewarded with a great looping route with….

Easy Way!Wet Way!



Yes! You guessed it! More water, some with a 
smattering of buffalo poo just to add interest.



All were safely returned and once the youngsters had finished playing Frisbee No 
Effin Clue got things under way and went straight to the vote with Happy Ending 
bearing a striking resemblance to Brothel Bob as honorary Hash Shit, there was 
absolutely no doubt as to the result of Great Hash.



The snitchers made their appearance and No Balls dreamt up some nonsense to 
convict Happy, Forbeskin and the Californian duo (Coxworthy & Squels on 
wheels). Then G.R.A. accused Winkle Big Yin and Tangerine Man of being too 
precise on the Trail, most of which he was on his own so work that one out.



There were a variety of visitors from four countries!
Hopefully, we didn’t scare them off and they will be back again



Big Yin looks surprisingly like 
No Balls

Vs + Vs and the various returners all were welcomed, Bankster was a clear 
FRB and No Angel was in the frame for Hash Crash until Big Yin raised a 
bloodied digit and will be the temporary keeper of the “Chapeau of shame”.



Due to circumstances beyond his control No Balls will be next week’s Hare but had to 
make his announcement from Iceland having succumbed to the use of foul language.

With no more nonsense the G.M. kicked the bucket and elbows were bent.
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